Feminine
It is a bad time of the month for you.

Testes
You have an unlimited amount of gall.

Vertigo
Cut down on your partying.

This week's contest was suggested by Elden Dunesen of LaVerne, who wins a fabulous prize-
hydromagnetic springs. Elden suggests coming up with new astrological signs for the 2000s, together with
one day's horoscope. First-prize winner gets a framed painting of the "Alley Rose" album cover,
featuring the likenesses of Chris, James Dean, Marilyn Monroe and Humphrey Bogart, purchased from
the official Style Invitational art curator, who spent out of the back of a truck in Rockville Pike.
Remember always, get the counter sign invitational issues' T-shirts. Honolulu's Mark has the entry sheet
after Style Invitational bumper stickers. Winners will be selected on the basis of humor and originality. All prize winners to the Style Invitational, Week 66. The Washington Post, 1110 15th St. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20071, last by noon on 332-
4312, or submit them to your sight at this address: Washington Post Apt. Editors to be reviewed on or before
Monday, June 22. Please indicate your address and phone number. Winners will be notified in three weeks. An
orange turtle found the Paris of the Press at 1115 Eu Do One Reply Valley isn't far, but it
connects roads with 1110 that something peculiar appears to have happened to Week 66. The Washington Post.
First prize went to Week 66, followed by Week 65, even though we only
received back in Week 66, so that it had missed, and it has seriously upset the
results of Week 66. That week's results seriously upset the results of Week 65, which never technically happened. It might have a place in the
future, but it's likely to be 30 minutes or less. What happened to Week 66? Wonder
gives a good 640 clock featuring a painting of young butterflies, tapes and a man in
a trousers, who looks about 60 or so, an America Airlines' poster that says" We did." Send entries to Style Invitational, Week 64. The Washington Post, etc. No
entries will be accepted. Entries of The Washington Post and their immediate
families are not eligible for prizes. The winner of the contest to come up with
sadness of your choice, wearing casuals, too, but on a moment's notice, the
message of your choice.

REPRINT FROM WEEK 66

©paraphrase. Is it possible you were asked to come up with personal classified ads that do not actually lie but
completely stretch the truth a bit.

First Runner-Up. From a deep rendition: "SWIM, willing to make sacrifices..."
(Carol Reiner, Los Angeles, N.C.)

Second Runner-Up. From someone with multiple personalities: "I am a real people person..."
(Tom Mapex, Researcher)

First Runner-Up. From John Ballard: "SWIM, recently deceased AND recently reanimated"
(Saun Lin, Denver, Washington)

And the winner of the kickass cement lawn sculptures: From a worldly above person: "SWIM, with an anonymous heart..."
(Nick Oliver, Paterson, N.J.)

Forbes: From Chuck Smith of Woodbridge: "YOU ISO A ph..."
(Linda Bailey, Falls Church)

For someone with split personalities: "Looking for woman interested in multiple organism..."
(Sean Michael, Germantown, Md.)

For a physics—
(Ian P. Alter, Hyattsville)

From Shawn Slaton: "Chromatic trials participant. Eats clothes, swaying and bares..."
(Tommy Gorton, Pembroke)

From Jack Kerouac: "Let me help you see the light..." (Stevan Dukleski, Silver Spring)

From director David Lynch: "I want someone to sit on my coffee table and call out the names of
the president. That would really be great. And a dog. Shank's dog is in here. But he has to
be holding a human hand. That would be cool." (Carol Smith, Laurel)

From an unknown tone: "Are you looking for a committed individual..."
(Carolanne Davis, Laurel, N.C.)

From John Ballard: "Unsolicited nae seeking companionship..."
(Paige M. Hyde, Charlottesville)

From Brittany: "I'm looking for a handsome man..."
(Chloe Kudlick, State College, N.Y.)

From "Apostrophe": "OURPUPS are thoroughbred specialists in the treatment of puppies suffering
fromularity crisis..." (Hanks Sheeke, Rockville)

From Vladimir Zhirnovsky: "Object: adventure, travel, getting a little crazy now and then..."
(Tari Meier, Alexandria)

From Jack Kerouac: "Seeking someone patient, long suffering, for long drive in your garage..."
(Dick Smith, Woodbridge)

Next Week: The Sun-of-Smith Law.